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Weaving the Monumental Surface
First Christian Church, Columbus, Indiana
RUSSELL D. RUDZlNSKl
University of Arkansas School of Architecture

"Weaving was never looked upon as folk art. Along with
all the other decoratire or applied arts it uas seen in
direct rdationship to architecture. Carpets, lzanpngs,
and furnishing materials carried motifs found in jloor,
ceiling. windotc, or lcall treatments executed in stone,
brick, wood. or metal."
Christa Mayer Thurmanl
"Ornament represents the s p i t of man in abstract form.
It transposes the rhythmic characteristics of time in to a
sip$catire pattern of line, form, and color. It erolres
from the s~mpletoward the rich, from directness toward
symbol. In tlzzs ez)olut7on, ornament assimilates 7ze1~
ideas, neu thoughts, and nelc patt~rns."
Eliel SaarinenL

By 1938 Eliel Saarinen, in addition to his role as director and
head of the Qrchitecture Department, had completed the first
primary works at Cranbrook and mas worlung on an increasing
number of independent commissions. At the same time, his
wife, Loja %\asthe head of the Cranbrook Keauing Department

Fig. 1. RrirX E'uttrl-11. Firs1 C h ~ i s t i a nC l u ~ r c l ~

and the principal textile designer of Studio Loja Saarinen.
Under her supervision. the Studio Loja Saarinen had produced
textiles and carpeting for m a n j of t h e earl1 Cranbrook
buildings, often in direct collaboration with Eliel, in order to
ensure a total architectural environment sympathetic with the
arts and crafts ideals of the academy itself. But while the design
relationship betrbeen weaving- and architecture had been
explored at Cranbrook as a unidirectional strategy - textiles
reflecting the architecture - a reciprocal more symbiotic relationship remained elusive. This paper hypothesizes that it was
in the analogous application of t h e weaving process to
architecture that Saarinen discovered t h e solution.
The First Christian Church. in Columbus. Indiana demonstrates
h o a~ neM correlation bet~beenweaving and architecture was
manifested in the surface articulation of architectural form. In
the process of this exploration several questions will be asked.
What were the antecedents of this articulation strategy in
Saarinen's architecture and textile designs? How did the
discontinuous meft technique favored by Loja Saarinen provide
inspiration for an architectural language of pattern. system. and

Fig. 2 Studio Lojtr Suurineiz U e u ~ w s ."Eshibitior~ Rug" wit11 brick puttem
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uere the t u o stone portals that m a r l d the main entrances. In
these. Saarinen adopted a surface textu~eof dressed stone. ltith
ornamentation concentrated a ~ o u n dthe openings. The flat
surface rendered a sense of tautne-s to the exterior which
expressed the expansileness of the contained lolume. T h e
tactilit! of the material facades \\ere contradicted h~ t h e
plasterboa~dand stretched ranlas on uooden frames used for
the remainder of t h e strurture. Thile these materials \\ere
tunctionallj dictated b j the temporarj nature of the palilion,
the realitj of the interior surfaces echoed the implied tautness
of the exterior stone and Saarinen took full adlantage of t h e
tension created between them. The ~ a u l t e dspace beneath t h e
t o ~ l e ruas painted with frescoes b j Alexi Gallen-Kallela. thus
rendering the primary space of the pal ilion as an en\ eloping
colorful uoven enclosure whose spatial expansion was only
tenuouslj arrested by the outer masonry hall (Fig.3). It is
natural to speculate that in his first major work, completed
mhen he \%asonly twenty-seven. Saarinen u a s affected by this
opposition between materialit) and surface articulation. a n d
that the experience of the canvas and btone pavilion reverberated through the rest of his career.

Fig. 3. Canvas Painted Intel-ior qf Finnish P a d i o n .

flexibilitj inherent in ~ e a v i n gprocess'? How did this application
of analogous thinking enable Saarinen to obtain a sense of
lightness and depth in the architectural surfaces? And finally.
h o ~
was this articulation theme advanced a n d e ~ o l ~ eind
Saarinen's later norlts. eventually leading to t h e dissolution of
the monumental surface?

By 1904 the debate betueen the advocates of hational
Romanticism and supporters of a more functionalist expression
reached a climax. Centered on Saarinen's winning proposal for
the riel% Helsinki Railway Station3. the debate came at a pivotal
moment in Saarinen's f o r m a t i ~ eperiod. In the short time since
1900 the partnership had created progressivelj more complex
projects: however, t h e rusticated materials and picturesque
surface ornamentation that were hallniarlts of the Romantic
Style led them further from the studied refinement of the Paris
Pavilion. The effect of t h e criticism l e ~ e l e dagainst the Helsinlti
station resulted in a n almost complete purging of historical a n d
iconographic references from the initial design: broad planar
surfaces were dissolved into the repetithe vertical piers that
generated the overall texture of the finished project. T h e
criticism of advocates for a more modern simplicity in Finnish
architecture had literally changed the course of Saarinenns
surface development.

The Pohjoismaiden Osaltepanldii Banh \+as deleloping concurrently with the Helsinlti station. and almost immediatelj
underwent a similar resision4. Saarinen's initial design of t h e
elevation included crenellations and other surface treatments
Beginning in 1899. Eliel Saarinen. in partnership \\ith Armas
comparable to the original raihay station proposal. Sometime
Lindgren and Herman Gesellius. figured prorninentl! in the
in 1904 the elelation mas altered. The faqade uas almost
development of the Jational Romantic Style in Finland. Each
partner brought particular talents to the work: ho~<ever. entirely stripped of ornament and the remaining articulation
was abstracted and concentrated around the central projecting
Saarinen Mas regarded as the driving force behind the
indo do^. The tautness of the stone plane was reinforced b j t h e
refinement of the architectural surfaces. The Finnish Pavilion
for the Paris P( orld Fair in 1900 was Saarinen's first inlestigaprecise incision of t h e openings whirl1 brought the design
closer to the expressive qualit) of surface evident in the 1900
tion into the nature of surface. The pavilion was a reinterpretaPavilion than any of the intervening l a t i o n a l Romantic
tion of a Finnish folk church and consisted of a single ..nave"
projects. For the remainder of his time in Finland. Saarinen
\tith a n implied crossing beneath a to\%er: hox+exel as a
~\orltedlvith the surface articulation strategies generated by
temporarj structure the outward appearances were deceptile
both the broad plane of the Osaltepanltlti Bank faqade and t h e
and contradictory. The only durable materials of the project
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vertical piers of the Helsinki Raiha! Station and e\eritually
continued that exploration in America. Follouing his acclaimed
second place e n t l ~in the Chicago Tribune Competition. and
faced ~ + i t hfew prospects i n t h e depressed post-bar Finnish
econo~nj'. Eliel emigrated with his uife Loja. and their
children. Pipsan and Eero. a n d mentuallj settled in Michigan.
There he met George Booth. t h e founder arid patron of what
\\as to become the Cranbrooli Academy.

TRANSITIONAL WORK I N AMERICA
Booth's patronage uas manifested in the design and development of the buildings for t h e Cranbrook campus. The School
for Boys (1927), Saarinen House (1930), and I<ingswood School
for Girls (1931) continued t o carrj the articulation strategies
that Saarinen had initiated in Finland. These projects employed
broad surfaces in conjunction with repetitive piers lending strict
definition to the volumetric masses. The School for Boys suffers
from Booth's stipulation that t h e complex incorporate existing
farm buildings
- into the architectural scheme6: however. around
the exterior Saarinen assembled individual openings into larger
figures
- and concentrated articulation around them allowing the
continuity of the brick texture around the corners to reinforce
the monumentality of the masses.
The I<ingswood School for Girls is a transitional project that
more clearly established t h e evolutionary direction of Saarinen"s work. T h e external volumes exhibit Saarinen's preference
for broad masonry surfaces contrasted against highly articulate
fenestration and balanced with rhythmic groupings of piers and
openings. Saarinen's attitude of articulation at Kingswood is far
removed from his representational playfulness of National
Romanticism and consisted primarily of abstracted geometric
patterns in stone and manipulations of the brick coursing that
create subtle pattern changes in the vertical and horizontal
surfaces.
It is also at I<ingsnood that Saarinen fully embraced the
opportunity of gesamtliuntswerli - a German term meaning the
design control of the complete environment- . During his career
in Finland. Eliel had often produced designs for furniture,
textiles. and other household items in the natural development
of architectural schemes. including the villa Suur-Merijolti. the
Osaliapanklti Bank. and t h e Saarinen's ox\n house. Hvittraslt.
His philosophj complimented Booth's Arts and Crafts intmtions for the Cranbrooli campus and they concluded that the
nem buildings M ould \ isibly demonstrate the gesamtlrunst~.\erli
concept8. At I<ingswood contributions were made by his son.
Eero, u h o designed furniture; his daughter. Pipsan. for the
interior design; and his wife Loja. ~ h participated
o
in the
design and weaving of the carpet and textiles.

STUDIO LOJA SAARIKEN, YEAVERS

Loja Saa~irienhad studied sculpture and was a h a \ > an a c t i ~ e
participant in the life of Eliel's studio. often building models for
his architectural projects9. She was lmomledgeable about
weaking and kept a loom at Hxittrasli here she l z o ~e many
small textiles for use in the home1". During the early
discussions about Cranbrooli. it \\as through her suggestion to
e textiles for the ne\+
George Booth that it Mas decided to h a ~ all
buildings designed and tzolen at Cranbrook in the spirit of
gesamtltunstaerk. To that end. Studio Loja Saarinen was
established in 1928." and the first products from Loja's studio
were for the Saarinen's nev home on the Cranbrook campus
and t h e Kingswood School for Girls.
T h e carpets designed by Loja exhibit a direct correlation to the
architectural environments for which they were intended. In
the Saarinen House. the orthogonal geometric themes employed in the carpets are clear abstractions of brick masonry
and immediately recall similar surface articulations that were
being explored by Eliel at Cranbrook. The living room rug. the
studio alcove rug. and the -'Exhibition Rug" i n t h e main studio
each adopt xariations on a similar theme, using different sized
fields of repetitive units offset by bands of contrasting color
rendered in the same dimensional unit. In t h e living room rug,
the stepped repeated pattern reflects a similar motif found in
the brick chimneys at IGngswood and reinforces the linear axis
of t h e space. The studio alcove rug is an asymmetric distribution of fields of karying dimension that occupy the entire
surface. Finally, the ".Exhibition Rug" i n t h e main studio
employs similar fields as a border: however. the contrasting
bands that separate the fields extend to the center of the surface
and connect to create a n e t ~ o r l tof irregular geometric figures
(Fig. 2). Although the Saarinen House carpets are solely
attributed to Loja. the clear but abstracted architectonic
references reappear in the carpet designs for IGngswood where
Eliel and Loja worked in collaboration: thus clouding the issue
of attribution and raising the possibilitj that Eliel was experimenting ~ i t hnew patterns in the textiles in advance of future
architectural applications.
In addition to the carpets. Studio Loja Saarinen produced
curtains. tapestries. and other delicate textiles in conjunction
with the Cranbrooli projects. For these ornamental pieces. Loja
emploqed a weaving technique known as t h e Handarbetets
F a n n e r technique1'. The H.J. technique used a plain wea\e
for each color field to be
with discontinuous efts that allo~+ed
woven separatelj and returned around inner warp threads
without extending to the selvedge at each edge of the piece. In
t h e H.J7.variation. the textile is enhanced through the inlay of
additional threads into the prima? weave. T h e abilit! to alter
t h e textile through a non-invasive technique prolided maxim u m design flexibility to the weaver. allowing changes to the
piece e\ en after the primary patterns had been \+ox en.
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a c h i e ~ e dthrough broken aligrments that suggest an irnplied
grid acioss the piece. T h e abstract nature of the perimeter
elements and variations i n width. color, and adjacent! combine
to create a compleait~of depth and spatial interpretation that
carries the tapest? beyond t h e initial representational intent of
the subject.

Ftg. 4. "Peacock Hnr~@r~p"Loja Saarzrzen 1932.

As Loja's experience with the H.V. technique increased. design
strategies that \+ere inherently expressive of t h e Cartesian
structure of t h e fabric began to reveal themselves. Some earl!
examples of this technique include curtains for t h e Saarinen
House a n d t h e large "Festival of the May Queen" tapestry for
Kingswood. I n these pieces Loja relied on the simultaneous use
of o ~ e r l a pa n d a superimposed grid to place figural elements
within t h e implied spatial depth of the weave. Curvilinear forms
were eschewed in faxor of an abstracted orthogonal matrix that
often included asymmetric lines of pattern reminiscent of the
central composition of the "Exhibition Rug."" This compositional strategy is best represented in the -'Peacock Hanging" of
1932 (Fig. 4). Although not in t h e discontinuous weft technique. t h e st>lized orthogonal representation of t h e natural
elements i n t h e piece is significant in that, rather t h a n s e r ~ i n g
as backdrop texture, as in the "AIaj Queen." t h e geometric
abstractions are the primary compositional device.
The 1935 weaking that depicts t h e Cranbrook campus. designed jointlj b~ Eliel and Loja. extends the range of depth
possible in t h e grid of the weale. In this piece. again using the
H.T. technique. the designers explored superirnpositions of
abstract rectilinear f i p e s representing buildings a n d paling on
the Cranbrook campus. Surrounding the central figure of the
Academj of Art. a sense of compositional transparenc? ih

The increasing conlplexity of the nev ornamental pattern in the
Saarinen textiles was dexeloping against the backdrop of an
evolving asceticism in t h e architectural projects coming from
Saarinen's office. In his first American works. Saarinen relied
on motifs and design strategies he had initiated during his early
career in Finland. This style was distinguished by clearly
defined hut informal massing. an insistence on exploring
monumental form. and t h e articulation of that forrn through
complex ornamental patterns. In the Cranbrook Institute of
Science (1933-37) ornamental articulation is almost completelj
absent. and the building is reduced to a collection of volumes
delineated b j broad expanses of brick masonry. The stark
simplicit1 of the worlc of t h e late 1930"s has been attributed to
,
attending \-ale
the influence of Eliel's son, Eero. ~ h o after
b n i ~ e r s i t jand worlcing briefly in Finland. returned to Cranbrook in 1936 and joined his father in practice". Eero brought
to the office a perspective that was influenced by Finnish
Functionalism and concurrent developments in post-depression
industrial design. 4s a result. the subsequent collaborati~e
projects attempt to reconcile the Eeroas sense of functional
clarity with the elder Saarinen's affinitj for material and
monumental form. Thus t h e austeritj of the Institute of Srience
marked the end of Eliel's transitional period in America.
H a ~ i n g purged architectural surfaces of articulation while
simultaneouslp exploring pattern structure in textiles. the stage
\\as set for Eliel Saarinen to inlestigate the intersection
between weaving and architecture in subsequent projects

WEAVIKG THE MONUMENTAL SITRFACE
The First Christian Church in Columbus, Indiana is composed
of diagrammatically separate rectangular masses arrayed around
a sunken terrace and reflecting pool. Owing to the collaborative
effort between Eliel a n d Eero at the time. particular distinctions
of attribution are difficult to conclude. It is certain that Eero's
tangible contributions to t h e project include the design of light
fixtures and other fittings. and it is probable that the clear
prismatic qualitj of the massing vas derixed in part through
Eero's influence. But what is more certain is that the details of
surface articulation fell squarel! \\ithin the elder Saarinenas
controlling hand. and throughout. the freshness of that
articulation reflects his emerging sensibility about the nature of
surface.
Central to this argument is t h e '-Sermon on the Mount'" tapesti?
designed jointly. by. Eliel a n d Loja specifically for installation in
the Sanctuar! (Fig.5). Waxen in the H.T. technique. the
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( omposition and technital sophistication of the piece illuqtrates
the ad\anced facilit! that Loja achiex ed in the ten !ear> since
her studio was established. I n t h e large surlare of the cloth. the
earl! compositional themes of t h e implied grid. geometric
ahstrartion. and spatial transparencj are coinlsined to create a
sense of unit? and depth unmatched in her preriouq nork. As
this \+earin,. was produced si~nultaneoual! vith the design for
the church, it is concei~ablethat t h e geometric armature of the
cloth and resulting figural elements must hale resonated with
the architect. and possiblj re1 ealed to him 1 1 0 ~those strategies
could be extended into the architectural surface.

The masses of the First Christian Church are clad in buffcolored brick and Indiana limestone. G i ~ e n the architect's
emphasis on massing in the early Cranbrook projects. the
choice of brick should be considered from the standpoint of
texture1? In the absence of ornament. the rough but repetitive
texture of t h e briclmork was essential in softening the
monumental volumes of IGngswood
and the Institute of
Science. But beyond mere texture, it is not difficult to interpret
the running bond coursing of brick as an abstraction of plain
\+ea\e, \\ith the vertical joints representing the warp and the
horizontal face of the brick representing the colored weft.
Therefore. as a surface system. t h e unit-based n e t ~ o r kof the
material provided a conceptual framework that could easilj
accommodate articulation through the analogous application of
the H.V. inlay technique.
.It First Christian Church t h e matrix of the running bond
masonry is locally modified into projecting lines of aertical and
horizontal coursing. The linear details continue lines of
architectural elements. and extend the \isual field of those
elements into t h e neutral backdrop of the broad masonry
surface creating a clear sense of compositional depth and
spatial transparency (Fig.1). These geometric delineations recall
the central field of the '-Exhibition Rug" for the Saarinen house
and similar motifs in Loja's textile design. Beyond formal
similarities. an even broader analogy can be drawn betueen the
idiosyncratic. masonry patterns a n d t h e inlay process of the H.V.
\+ea\ing technique. The geometric patterns at First Christian
Church are never an invasive interruption to the pervading
texture of the surface. but carefully vorlted into the local
matrix. Just as inlay proxided flexibility to the textile designer to
accent the finished weaving Eliel often took the opportunitj
during construction to accent t h e surfaces hp giling specific
instructions for laying particular bricks1>.
B e ~ o n d the compositional depth implied in the surface
patterns. Saarinen also explored t h e depth of the masonry
aeneer through pelforation. Recessed senice u i n d o ~ saround
the perimeter are concealed behind brick grilles that continue
the tautnes$ of the masonry membrane. uninterrupted. across
the deep openings. In the tower. repeating patterns of brickwork trace? are introduced to admit light and allon the carillon
to be heard. Although functional in nature. the open hriclworl~
of the to\+er imparts a tapestrylike sense ot lightness to the
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sui-face. contrasting the monumental sekerit! of the tojver mass,
and revealing the thinness of the material (Fig.8). The
peiforated inasonn screen would become a repeating ornamental theme for t h e rest of Eliel's career. In the Christ Church
Lutheran (1948) and an unrealized church in Cincinnati
(1949). hlarili interior surfaces are offset with large areas of
masonry contributing a lightness and depth to the other\+ise
planar elements.

Fig. 6. Prima?

FaGade. First Clzristian Clzurclt.

As a counterpoint to the woven texture of the brick surfaces.
Saarinen employed large scale grids as a n alternative framew orli
for introducing lariation. The most striking example is i n the
regular field of raised limestone panels on tlie primary facade of
the sanctuary volume. (Fig.6) A large stone cross is inserted into
the grid. and abstract lines carved in relief on four of t h e panels
progressi\elj lead the eye to the base of the cross. K h i l e the
purpose of these cqptic figures is uncertain. the imager) is
clearlj drawn from the structure of Loja's -'Peacock Hanging"
from 1933. a n d similar forms that are repeated in the "Sermon
on the \Iountq' tapest?. This strateg is continued in t h e paving
surfaces mhere grids prolid? the organizing armature against
which localized deviations are revealed. In some areas. the
patterns respond to particular functional conditions s u c h as
entrances a n d benches. but elsruhere the patterns simplj
disrupt the continuit! of the grid. hether or not this deril es
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from the grids of the earl:, textile designs is difficult to
conclude, hut there are analogous pattern effects \\ithin the
central figure of the "-Sermon on the Vount'" providing the
possibilit! of a more direct reference.
Inside, the theme of gesamtliunst~erk a c h i e ~ e s its fullest
realization in the main sanctuar:, space. and the '"Sermon on
the Nount" tapest? s e n e s as t h e pri~nai?point of reference for
understanding the o ~ e r a l l program of articulation. Broad
moriunlental surfaces define t h e space. and hidden sources of
light expand the interior beyond the ~ i s u a field.
l
Although the
sanctuaq is a strict rectangular volume. the introduction of
sound-absorbing fields into t h e plane of the walls and ceiling is
handled in a subtle geometric manner that erodes t h e clarit) of
the spatial edge. The figure of t h e contrabting material folds and
wraps oler the interior volume: giaing the illusion of stretched
fabric and lending spatial depth to the otherwise planar surfaces
(Fig.;).
hether or not Saarinen was recalling the enveloping
fabric volume of the Paris Pavilion is impossible to determine.
but the reference is e~ocative.
The vertical windows of the western ball dissolve t h e surface
into a rhythmic series of piers. In this surface. an ambiguous
fipre/ground relationship is established between t h e interior
and exterior. Since the windows project slightly from the
exterior wall. they are rendered as tapestry-like figural app1iqui.s against the backdrop of the monumental briclc surface
(Fig.8): however inside the windows releal themselves as taut
translucent membranes stretched between the prima9 figures
of the piers. T h e depth of t h e windou openings on t h e interior
establishes a clear spatial counterpoint ~ i t hthe figure of the
tapestry hanging at the far e n d of the \$all. B here outside the
windows have a figural quality. on the interior they are the
backdrop against the figure of the tapestrj, thus reversing the
exterior interpretation. The design of the windows themseh es.
which at first glance seem capricious, also suggest a close
structural analogy to the woven tapestry: the random horizontals are interrupted by the continuous kertical mullions in a
clear allusion to the discontinuous '\left structure of the
adjacent tapestry. It is important to note that the original design
of the windows echoed the repeating pattern of tlie briclc tracery
in the to~ver.effecting a more direct relationship between the
two: therefore. the eventual windo\+ design and its correlation
to the fabric structure. is perhaps indicative of Saarinen"~
evohing discoverq of the heaving theme during the design and
construction process.
The rhythm established along t h e \jestern mall culminates in
the space of the chancel. T h e rear wall is flanked by the large
tapest13 and the canted wood organ screen. Here again the
correlation b e t ~ e e nthe elements continues and the weave of
the fabric is reinterpreted in t h e verticals and horizontals of the
organ screen. Vithin the matrix of the wood screen can be
found the iniplied grid. geometric field. and localized variations
that are echoed in the opposing fabric surface. and the
dominant continuity of t h e vertical elements recalls the
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Fig. 7. Iilterior of Jhiiz Sanctuary, First Clzristian Church.

analogous structure of the west-facing windows. T h e culmination of this space is the unarticulated brick wall that s e n e s as
t h e backdrop for the cross. Painted white and naturally lit from
above and the side. the texture is muted and the entire brick
surface dissolves into an ephemeral plane of light within which
the cross is suspended.

In his book .'The Citj." Saarinen nrote. "F hatever form man
brings forth through his endeavor a n d work. if honest. must be
true expressions of his life. emotions. thoughts. and aspirations."'"n
this May. through the inspiration of neajing to
derive neb thoughts and ne\\ patterns. Eliel Saarinen arrk ed at
a n abstiact strateq of form that \$as a n honest expression of his
architectural aspirations. Beyond personal expression. honever.
h e also recognized the necessitj for expreasi~eform to ".be
imagined in connection with its reason for being. with its means

of expression. and with contiguous forms."'- In t h e First
Christian Church. the contiguous form existed in t h e guise of
the "Sermon on the RIount" tapestrj. and although his
subsequent work continued to refine the nem design vocabulary, the later projects neler matched the fresh expressiveness
and correlative clarity between architecture and meaving in the
absence of such a direct reference. Yevertheless. Saarinen
adopted a more proactive attitude to\\ard t h e monumental
surface. with a material depth and plasticity that mould not have
been possible 14ithout the explorations at First Christian
Church.
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